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CA Technologies helps customers succeed 
in a future where every business- from apparel to energy- is 
being rewritten by software. From planning to development to 
management to security, at CA we create software that fuels 
transformation for companies in the application economy. With CA 
software at the center of their IT strategy, organizations can leverage 
the technology that changes the way we live- from the data center to 
the mobile device.

CA Technologies has used ColeSoft’s z/XDC product for development, debugging, and quality 
assurance since 1991. z/XDC helps our Assembler-based software engineers test new code and 
fi nd and correct errors in development versions of our products more quickly, enabling us to 
get our new and updated solutions to market faster. We help both our experienced and newly 
hired engineers by providing z/XDC training and include it in our training programs for incoming 
programmers.

z/XDC helps our team understand the architecture of our products 
and how those products interact with z/OS. Our developers 
leverage its support for multi-tasking programs, batch programs, 
started tasks, APF-authorized code, cross-address space 
applications, task mode and SRB-mode code.

“The CA Technologies System z portfolio of products spans code deeply embedded in the 
operating system and subsystems all the way up to utilities and applications,” said Scott Fagen, 
Distinguished Engineer, CA Technologies. “z/XDC provides us with a test and debug platform that 
enables us to quickly isolate and diagnose problems at the instruction level, in real time, as the 
program executes. These capabilities enable us to bring high quality products to our customers 
more rapidly and reduce time to resolution when there are problems in the fi eld.”

CA Technologies team also appreciates 
the excellent service ColeSoft provides, 
helping us get resolutions to our issues 
quickly.
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